S1367: ABORTION; LIVE DELIVERY; REPORT; DEFINITION
What it does: Requires doctors who perform abortions over 20 weeks gestation to have appropriate resuscitation equipment. If any aborted human fetus shows muscle movement, breathing, or heartbeat, the doctor is required to perform life-saving techniques. Also requires completed paperwork regarding the actions taken to be completed by doctor and witness.
Our position: Oppose
Final disposition: Passed

S1439: END-OF-LIFE; DISCRIMINATION; PROHIBITION
What it does: A person is prohibited from discriminating against a health care entity on the basis that the entity does not provide, assist in providing or facilitate in providing any health care item or service for the purpose of causing or assisting in causing the death of any individual, such as by assisted suicide, euthanasia or mercy killing, and health care entities are not liable in any civil, criminal or administrative action for declining to provide those items or services.
Our position: Oppose
Final disposition: Passed

S1431: EMPOWERMENT SCHOLARSHIPS; EXPANSION; PHASE-IN
What it does: Major expansion of school voucher program to eventually include all public school students.
Our position: Oppose
Final disposition: Passed

HB2076: ADVANCE DIRECTIVES REGISTRY; PROVIDER ACCESS
What it does: Directs the Arizona Secretary of State’s office to establish a process so health-care providers can access the advanced directives registry, to ensure a patient’s dying wishes are being followed.
Our position: Support
Final disposition: Passed

SB1199: CRIMINAL HISTORY INVESTIGATION; NAME CHANGE
What it does: Requires a person to undergo a criminal background check before the court considers an application to change his or her name under certain circumstances.
Our position: Oppose
Final disposition: Stalled in House

SB1527 & HB2542: HEALTH; BUDGET; RECONCILIATION; 2017-2018
What it does: included a provision to require DHS to apply for Title X grant funding, shifting control of family-planning funds away from a community health partner and to DHS, which is blocked by state statute from giving the money to abortion providers; essentially a provision to continue the “defunding of Planned Parenthood.”
Our position: Oppose
Final disposition: Passed